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Experience the Mediterranean lifestyle with a Perfect Pergola

Spring What’s
is only round the
the corner
– the snowdrops
are out and the
are blooming,
so it’s an ideal
time to
stock and think
difference
between
adaffodils
pergola,
an arbour
and
atake
gazebo?
about the summer ahead and how to improve the look and layout of your garden. A Perfect Pergola can provide the ideal
Adrian Valentine, the MD of bespoke online pergola supplier Perfect Pergolas, says “I am constantly surprised by the number of
environment in which to relax, eat and also give shelter from the summer sunshine (well we can but hope!)
phone calls I get from people confused about the difference between pergolas, gazebos and arbours. There ARE differences, and
Adrian
Valentine,
directoryour
of Perfect
Pergolas,
is aconfidence.”
passionate believer in Brits embracing the Mediterranean lifestyle.
knowing
them willmanaging
help you choose
garden structure
with
“My view is – why should the southern European countries have all the fun? Buying your own pergola means you can experience a
What
is a
Gazebo?
bit
of the
good
life in your own back garden, and everyone knows that food and drink always taste better outside.” With this in
A
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a
stand-alone
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usually with
sides and
a roof,
frequently
situated
available
views,
of theagarden
mind Perfect Pergolas have
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customers
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healthy
itself or the
landscape
They are often hexagonal or octagonal in design. Some have lattice-work sides and built-in seating,
outdoor
lifestyle
for allbeyond.
the family.
giving them a sturdy, enclosed feel. They are structures in their own right, and are rarely vehicles for plants.
The BBQ ‘5-in-1’ Cook Out kit makes a perfect accessory to the pergola experience and means that
What is an Arbour?

cooking can take place outdoors all year round. This flexible system includes a black enamelled tripod

whicharched
can raise
or lowerusually
the cooking
(£54.83),
a silverone
chrome
traditional
BBQ another
cooking grid
An arbour is a short ‘walk-through’
structure,
made height
of wood,
that connects
part of
a garden with
(£27.84),
a
smart
steel
stew/chilli
cauldren
(£42.09)
and
solid
frying
surface
(£45.54)
which, together
(say, the vegetable garden to a formal lawn area). These are often used as a frame for climbers, particularly roses.
with the actual fire pit (£88.96), should encourage even the most reluctant of cooks to get outside and
take aarched
turn stirring
the
pot.latticed
Items can
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as a complete
set.
There are also smaller, stand-alone
arbours
with
sides,
and built-in
seating, for
contemplation
of
the garden. These arbours with“My
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and romantic appeal.

What is a Pergola?

“A pergola can provide one of the simplest and easiest ways to create an entertaining experience with
friends & family – while also quietly imagining the gentle lapping of the warm azure sea in the

background!” he adds.
There are two types: Lean-to and Stand-alone.
Perfect Pergolas only use timber from sustainable sources and offer a 10 year guarantee. Prices start at
£299.95
(incl. delivery)
for a pergola
and
both garden
accessories
and
pergolas can
befrom
ordered
The traditional ‘lean-to’ pergola
is frequently
made of wood
and built
against
the house
to provide
a transitory
area
the via the
website
and come
within
easy
to use assembly
instructions.
inside to the outside. During the
Renaissance
period
particular
it gave ladies
the opportunity to take the air without damaging
their fair complexion.
Perfect Pergolas 0844 8004703
The ‘stand-alone’ pergola, again made of wood, features uprights but no solid sides or roof. These can be positioned attractively
info@perfectpergolas.co.uk
in the garden and allow some protection from the harsh rays of the sun, particularly if planted
withinformation,
shading climbers.
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These freestanding pergolas are sometimes referred to as ‘canopies’.
images or to speak to Adrian Valentine
please contact:
Both types of pergola are, in effect, frames for climbers and vines that surround the occupants
withRowland
foliage, flowers
Sally
PR and aromas
and offer a measure of protection from the weather and some privacy in urban areas.

01453 873547
07989 271140

sally@sallyrowland.co.uk
For more information, please contact Adrian Valentine on 0844 8004703 or email info@perfectpergolas.co.uk.
For bios, and to view and download high res images, please visit www.perfectpergolas/press

